OPTALIGN® touch
The game changer in laser-optical alignment
OPTALIGN® touch – the alignment system for basically any maintenance workshop

- Touchscreen display
- WiFi compatible
- Bluetooth communication between sensor head and computer
- Water- and dustproof according to IP 65
- Shock-proof, oil, dirt and scratch resistant
- sensALIGN 5 laser/sensor heads
- Continuous SWEEP measurement mode
- Simultaneous real-time machine corrections in both horizontal and vertical directions (Live Move)
- Automatic evaluation of the alignment condition
- Soft foot detection
- InfiniRange
- Flip machines functionality
- High-resolution camera
- Upgrade laser/sensor heads to the state-of-the-art sensALIGN 7 heads and the whole world of PRUFTECHNIK’s intelligent alignment features becomes available

www.optalign-touch.com